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COMMON ISSUES….
Clients not connected to body sensations

• body scan - don’t go too slow

• environmental tools - shower, texture, pressure, back of chair

• is the normal/fine (in stomach) exactly the same as the normal/
fine in your chest or is there a slight difference?

• Point out sensations they are already aware of - clothing, chair
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COMMON ISSUES….
Clients not connected to body sensations…

Often have to teach them how to bring attention to their body 
and how to track over time:

“As you notice (sensation, feeling) and pay attention to it over 
time how does it change?….  Does it increase, decrease, stay 
exactly the same or change to something else?”

Work from meaning/ thought/ image to sensation - when you have 
that thought/image what do you feel in your body…  
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COMMON ISSUES…
Where do you feel that in your body?

As you pay attention to that sensation, what happens with your breath?

What does it feel like your body wants to do? (may reveal the 
obstructed impulse, the completion of which may restore comfort and 
ease)

What happens when you breath into that sensation/pose/movement?

Let’s just sit with that for a moment, shall we? (Modelling slowing down 
and allowing time to digest what has been processed)
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COMMON ISSUES…

I understand the involuntary trembling that occurs naturally when 
somebody is releasing tension, but we also have shaking exercises to 
release tension (like we do at live BBTRS trainings as well). Can you 

explain the difference in effectiveness or purpose?
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Tension, shaking
Emotional reactivity
Defensiveness
Racing thoughts

Flashbacks
Emotional overwhelm
Feeling unsafe
Hyper-vigilance

Feel & think simultaneously
Experience empathy
Feelings are tolerable
Present moment awareness

Awareness of boundaries
Feel safe
Feel open & curious 

Relative absence of sensations
No energy
Can’t think
Emotions are numb

Disconnected
Ashamed
Shut down
Can’t say no

Signs of being here:

Signs of being here:

Signs of being here:



COMMON ISSUES…

How to help people see the different between 'thought created 
stress' - whether conscious or unconscious and 'stress/tension in the 

body' from trauma/developmental background
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COMMON ISSUES…

How to support someone who feels good during and after a Somatic 
practice and other regulating tools, but finds it difficult to stay in that 

ventral vagal state? For example, they would feel good just for 
30mins-1hour but then spirals down into the negative thoughts again?

 How to work with really senstive people - maybe they need more 
time for integration? 
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COMMON ISSUES….
Bringing clients back from shutdown from overwhelm:

• Stay calm yourself - presence, tone of voice

• Ask them to open their eyes and bring their attention to their 
external environment by asking simple yes/no sentences - “I’m 
curious if you hear…. if you see… What do you notice as you 
look out your window… are their leaves, buds, snow, etc” You 
are using simple questions to direct their attention.

• Do not ask them to stay with feelings or sensations
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COMMON ISSUES….
Bringing clients back from shutdown or overwhelm:

• Orient them to something that gives a sense of ground or 
anything in their room that feels supportive.  Don’t force them to 
look at you - can be more activating

• Name 3 things…. (color, sounds you hear)
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COMMON ISSUES…

Ways to increase safety and comfort:

“Resourcing” - puts a person in touch with positive inner feelings of 
safety, strength, comfort, and optimism (so that they can begin to take 
the steps which can lead to balance). These are not abstract mental 
states of well-being, but embodied experiences of positive feeling/
sensation.

Correct level of “social engagement” - use of eye contact and voice.  
Whatever presents itself as useful for putting at ease and encouraging 
positive sensations – choice of where to sit/distance, tone/speed of 
voice, joining in excitement, something pleasurable, etc.
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COMMON ISSUES…

Ways to increase safety and comfort:

Help clients notice positive inner sensations as they arise. Most 
people, especially those who are stressed or traumatized, tend to 
focus immediately on negative interoceptive cues of distress - pain, 
tension, rapid heartbeat, etc.  By focusing on negative cues only - 
increases fear reactions.
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COMMON ISSUES….
What if we as a space holder get triggered in pain/emotion/past 
memory during a session. How can we professionally & 
authentically still hold space through the session?

• Nervous system states are contagious - finding your seat

• Shame

• Know your limits…. and continue your personal growth & 
healing
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COMMON ISSUES….
Self-Care

Easy to get triggered by other’s trauma ~

Feeling that you haven’t done enough

Fatigue, headaches

Overwhelmed

Feeling withdrawn

Take care of your own body - be sure to get enough rest, exercise, 
meditation and good food 14
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